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Abstract

OUTSIDE THINGS
By Jacob Sorenson, MFA
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Masters of Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2011.
Major Director: William Hammersley
Associate Professor, Craft/ Material Studies Department, School of the Arts

My thesis is a description of the issues encountered during the process of research
and construction of the objects leading to, and consisting of, the work shown in Outside
Things. The work is my attempt to gain personal insight into the complicated
relationship between nature and culture. Through abstract furniture objects, floral
patterns, and robots I explore the relationship between actual landscape and the
constructed man-made bio-mimicry that convolutes the definition of nature.

Introduction

Lost in the forest as young man I came upon a peculiar aesthetic, large Douglas
Firs situated in near perfect grid formation.
Through the use of robotic irrigation, chemicals, and hard-scaped structures, my
job as a professional nature controller was to transform acres of ecology into some sort of
predictable machine.
The void between Nature and Culture is hazy. Life is created in laboratories,
engineers control landscapes, and “wild” space is parceled into quadrants. Culture fights
Nature, or Culture assimilates Nature, or Culture is Nature, or…
Through confused comparisons, domestic imagery, and designed thievery I’m
constructing a landscape of objects addressing my concern. Wishing for authenticity
while wallowing in Nature’s idealism, I’ll be rendering void my good ideas.
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Chronology

I began my graduate experience concerned about labor and very much interested
in kinetic sculpture. Not far from where I had been, a year before when I finished my
BFA. I chose to study at VCU ultimately because it wasn’t on the west coast, which
became increasingly important as graduate time passed. I know the west coast; the
difference between San Diego to Vancouver may be compared to the difference between
Richmond and Norfolk that is to say not drastic. On the west coast people worry about
the environment and generally diverse aesthetics are no scandal. Everything is art, so
from Vancouver to Tijuana it’s a giant arts and crafts fair.
Being thousands of miles from what I understood, I embraced my newfound
uniqueness that gave me license to explore environmental issues; of which I have been
intensely interested since a public high school experience that could be compared to the
general instilling of religious guilt. In Oregon we replaced religion with nature and were
conditioned to believe that human influence on the environment was bad therefore
humans are bad therefore we are all born into original sin, or born as original polluters.
Because of the ubiquitous-ness of green preaching in Portland I never felt truly
comfortable pursuing the topic, I’d been too scared of cliché to find a sophisticated
method for an environmental discussion. On to Richmond. It’s a pain in the ass to
recycle here, but I do it because of the guilt, I go to the green dumpster church and put
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my containers in one side and my paper products in the other. Even while I’m at ease
with my hypocrisy that guilt makes it real hard to throw away a piece of paper, let alone a
soda can, I’d be smitten right there on the spot.
After almost reading Frankenstein over the summer I was interested in the nuance
of environmental theory that asked the questions about what really was nature and how it
differs from humanity and culture that we as humans, natural beings, have created. What
can Nature bear? Organisms have been changing their environments to suit their needs
since the mud grew legs; just because we, as humans, are super good at it, building hi-rise
cities and changing the very elemental aspects of our surroundings why is that a problem?
Obviously the planet can, and sometimes does reject us like a bad liver transplant. So
avoiding that would be great, but who am I kidding, all I’m really concerned with is that
I’m not surfing in a bunch of garbage and that I can go to a place where the landscape
isn’t so cluttered. I believe environmental concerns are selfish concerns that have
become socially acceptable.
I, because of my pseudo religious upbringing, have or do believe that culture has
done a great deal of damage to the planet; but the issue has grown nuance and this is
where my thesis begins, and the confusion begins to spiral.
Which brings me to the next point. In this post Post-Modern era our problems
lack any definitive. Even in fields of science data is looked at as suspect. So how am I to
preach about being better ecological stewards? I’m not! Contemporary critical theory
doesn’t allow it, and what’s more is I probably shouldn’t question whether there are
answers at all, because there aren’t. Answers become so heavily nuanced that they no
longer exist as answers but questions.
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Foundation for a Nihilist Theory

When I built “Vis(C)e” I was only asking an elementary question by juxtaposing
the elegant curl of a wave into a crass segmented machine, what became however, was an
existential struggle
exposed in the physical
performance of the
object’s action. The piece
lost all meaning held in its
original intention, but
became interesting on
some level. Topically

transformed into something

Figure 1. Vis(c)e

uncomfortably distant from
the questions I had hoped to ask. In hindsight the piece’s real function was simply to
transition me as a maker into a new environment of making.
As I considered Frankensteinian notions of nature I was exploring the doctor’s
role as a designer of things, specifically reanimated corpses. In many ways culture still
operates with that concept that nature can be engineered to be better, maybe kinder, and
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that we can arrogantly use the nature for whatever serves us. It may be my
unsubstantiated paranoia, but important to note that if society was unnerved by our
culture’s nature meddling, as displayed almost two centuries ago in Mary Shelly’s book,
what a quagmire we must be in with our hands inextricable as a curse on our planet. No
longer co-existing with, we now dominate the environment for our use.
I built Automatic Salmon Spawning Machine with the previous concern in mind.
When Woody Guthrie said “river while you’re rollin’ won’t you do some work for me.”1
Common thought was that the water is
headed downhill anyway why not use
that energy. Benefits were had to
damming the river, but at the cost of
decimated salmon populations and a
litany of known and unknown
environmental calamities. The
Figure 2. Automatic Salmon Spawning Machine

approach now is to engineer the lost

ecosystems into existence; the Spawning Machine was my version of repair. Trap the
world’s largest Chinook salmon (at 52 inches) into
the provided armature and attach it to the machine,
it does the rest, forcing the fish into spawning
activity that would have commonly been done
without the rigid stamp of humanity.
Figure 3. Fish Cage

1

Guthrie, Woody. “Roll on Columbia,” Columbia River Collection, 1941, Rounder 1987.
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Construction Practices, Misdirection, Dead-Ends and Failure

Obviously the Automatic Salmon Spawning Machine only holds conceptual utility
and an aesthetic relatively distant from the imagery I embraced later in the MFA process.
When I developed the concept for the construction of the object I chose to work as purely
intuitive as possible, without drawing, and without considering the finished image,
hoping to capture some Travis Townsend magic. I cut plywood, glued things, and built
from one end to the other. Ultimately I found that process to be far too time consuming
for the pace of my ideas. In completion the piece had a stamp of haphazard which suites
the concept and to me is aesthetically pleasing, however an avenue I now consider
misdirection.
Fast paced making became important to me upon the completion of the Automatic
Salmon Spawning Machine. Only in production does my ideation really satisfy my
hopeful direction. And with a deficit of Ideas at this point in my MFA career I upped my
pace in order to construct a conceptual framework to my making, leading up to candidacy
and thesis.
After reading a short portion of “Seven Days in the Art World,” where a student
discussed a major faux pas of critique was existentialist thought.2 I reacted with a desire
to explore the topic within my Frankensteinian framework.

2

Sarah Thornton. Seven Days in the Art World (W.W. Norton & Company Inc., 2008),
41-45
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I quickly built the thing I now call Roller with a drill, some sheet metal, and scrap
wood. I positioned slats on pivots and articulated levers so that as the piece rotated, and
rolled in circles the slats would hinge down to meet the ground hopefully building some
instability into the objects path. In the end I was satisfied with the great deal of effort
exerted into an object designed to destroy itself, as it did. The greatest success of the
piece was the discussion surrounding the peculiar empathetic emotional response to the
inanimate object’s subtly violent performance, “like watching a dog fight,” as Andrea
Donnelly commented. Roller existed a piece that fed my making however, left me
unsatisfied with any solid conceptual direction.
I began having issues with my own making about this time in my first semester
that returned as crippling indecision, in my third. I believe in craft and social
consequences of object making to be crucial in the 21st century. Many of my feelings
were reinforced during Paul Ryan’s
Art and Critical Theory class in
readings of old Marxist criticisms
and more contemporary views of
the art world. These issues
invigorated my craft idealism, but
Figure 4. Roller

instilled considerable doubt in

whether the making of the non-utilitarian art objects was at all a valid pursuit.
During these months I began my ultimate albatross piece, a still unresolved table
with a hole in it. As homage to modernist makers I was contemplating old issues
discussed by mostly George Nakashima, but also artists like Sam Maloof and James
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Krenov. Makers obsessed with making, but more importantly making utilitarian objects
that could, in a modern way, make your life better. All these issues seemed related to the
ideas of nature v. culture, but because I remain incapable of articulating the intellectual
connections between utilitarian craft and environmental politics the whole pursuit now
exists solely as residue of experience.
The table with the hole was to represent the horizontal landscape plane supporting
a zoetrope animation of Bigfoot walking, using cryptozoological imagery as a
representation of the illusiveness of a genuine “nature” experience. The Table was rough
with joints across checks and wedged through-tennons to attach the legs. Real wood nerd
stuff, but the wheel that was to support the zoetrope images was never right. I painted it,
sanded it, painted it, turned it on the lathe, over and over. Finally in a last ditch effort I
covered it in veneer. Nothing worked the piece in my mind could never be reconciled
into a physical object.
I fail often so this was no surprise but there are issues that I am still trying to
understand. I don’t know why the piece was never right to me, and now all that I can
assume is that my personality subsumed the negative side of graduate school and I began
making aesthetic decisions based on art history and critical theory. I lost sight of my
fundamental need to communicate my ideas through the nuanced format of objects.

8

Data, Robots, and Artificial Structure

I began to carve a buffalo after a great discussion with Anders Ruhwald. He told
me I should, by no means, be using animal imagery for fear of forcing conclusions on the
audience. How could I not carve a buffalo in the face of such skepticism?
I became aware of my propensity for drama
at this time and decided that it was problematic. I
first wanted this buffalo to expand on some kind of
ridiculous scissor mechanism out to size of a van
and back down to the size of a baby buffalo. Those
were all bad ideas. The problem with the theater of
the machine is that the audience is so interested in
the technical proficiency of the maker that the
ideas are completely secondary. I began a
challenging quest for subtlety.
Figure 5. Buffalo

While I was reconsidering what the carved

buffalo should be I began making a long curve that would represent, in a loose fashion, a
wave. On the face of the curve I painted 14 repeats of a William Morris floral print.
Being interested in the collision of nature and culture I’m fascinated that Morris, among
others, would decide to decorate their interior space with bastardized nature that could be
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fit into a repeatable pattern; now only the concept of nature as translated by society. I see
a close relationship with these floral patterns and the popularity of the Victorian English
garden that used natural objects, plants and such, and formed them into something as
artificial as architecture. My candidacy show was based
on this phenomenon.
In search of wry subtlety, I concluded that the
only way of driving a kinetic object without overbearing
mechanical distraction would require some use of
robotics. Having never explored such a thing I went
forward in the face of a great possibility of failure.
Adding a sound element to the William Morris curve by
programming four solenoids to tap the back of the
plywood on separate loops became my first robotic
challenge. The tapping; one solenoid every 6 seconds,

Figure 6. Curve

the next 14 seconds, then 17, and finally one tapping every 95 seconds. The numbers
corresponded to the abstraction of meteorological data when translated from physical
reality to numerical representation.
I proceeded to robotiscize the rest of my work, with a great amount of help from
other nerds on the Internet. The buffalo expanded and contracted on a CNC structure I
built. Riding on threaded rod, the panels of buffalo move according to seismic data from
Yellowstone Mountain on the 22nd of April 2010. I synthesized the data into values that
would expand the buffalo based on location and amplitude of the earth’s recorded
movement.
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As important as weather has been to my life I’ve grown an
affinity to the methods which scientists generate graphic imagery
in representation of natural physical phenomenon. This synthetic
representation of a physical reality was the impetus for a 5 color
30-pixel Rolodex type panel. This piece allowed me to explore,
at very low resolution, some weather charts and a snippets of
Doppler animation.
Figure 7. Flaps

Figure 8. Curve (front)
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Landscape

As convoluted as my candidacy show was, the ideas I explored began to seem
somehow didactic and limiting, leading me to broaden my theme and diversify my image
generation methods. The new idea: make a variety of objects related, though disparate,
allowing a viewer to connect the images with their own idea of hierarchy; constructing
meaning if only vaguely connected to my (as the maker) intention. So without thought to
the end piece I started making small objects under the loosest conceptual umbrella of the
landscape, to translate my longing for something that may no longer exist: wilderness.
Nature as entertainment was the subject for a 2d wolf that can be seen, through
the use of 5 drawings, in almost 3 dimensions. I started noticing signs around Virginia
announcing that there were certain spots designated as wildlife viewing areas, changing
the context of what I believe
nature or wildlife to be
through the official state
decree. No longer a thing that
exists in abstraction as “wild,”
but now a resource to benefit
humanity. There really is no
problem with the notion of
Figure 9. 2D wolf in 3D
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wildlife viewing areas, just unfortunate that culturally we’ve removed ourselves far
enough from the Nature that we now must go out of our way to, as the saying goes,
“return to Nature.” The major issue with this shift in perception is that since we are
permanently part of nature, our actions have definite consequence in the city, the forest,
or the beach whether seen or not. When nature is the “other” it deepens the abstraction,
then can only exist as a resource to be visited and used.
I began to again be interested in the impact of the floral pattern and the peculiar
way that our culture uses natural cues in decoration practices. Landscape 3 was a
segment of a curved substrate that I constructed sometime in my first year for a piece that
was never resolved. I cut 15 stencils to separate 9 colors and reproduced a William
Morris floral pattern known as
“fruit” or alternately
“pomegranate.” By itself the floral
pattern can almost exist as the
complete thought of a landscape,
but I added parts that reflected my
interpretation of an actual place.
Beginning with thoughts of Cape

Figure 10. Landscape 3

Kiwanda, the beach where I grew up surfing. Upon deeper reflection, the coastal Oregon
Mountains only grow trees, slugs, and hate, no fruit. There is a place however that
Landscape 3 can retroactively be related.
Besides the ocean the only other place that has really captured my wonderment is
the Columbia River gorge, a place that has seen a great clash of Nature vs. Culture. With
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the dams, orchards, and fisheries Nature has been used and changed by humanity, all in
the face of the weather extremes that seek to compromise cultural improvement. Weeks
of gale force winds build swells on the open shipping channel, and seemingly challenge
shipping progress; however the machine is more than capable, making the weather
extremes but a small nuisance.
A diminutive fan blows across swell map drawings, mounted on a computercontrolled turntable, all perched atop the floral painted facade in Landscape 3. The scale
of this object was to remain as small as my equipment would allow, emphasizing the
overbearing relationship that culture often has over nature, or does it?
The simplest way that nature comes
into the domestic space is by using the image
of wood-grain, be it plastic approximations or
actual wood. With a growing desire to have a
furniture discussion it felt appropriate to
mimic nature, by using nature with the ethos
Figure 11. Landscape 3 (detail)

of furniture.

With MDF I constructed a stump. I then veneered the object with a quality
walnut veneer. By adding walnut spikes along the edge of the relief cut angle and the
final cut surface, I nodded towards the reality of the tear-out that usually occurs as a
felled tree goes down before final the saw cut passes through. On a separate object I
hollowed out the image of a wolf and filled the hollow with LED lights in order to
illustrate a natural scene with two objects, an end table and a lamp. Domestic space and
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furniture objects became a supplemental focus. I began re-labeling my work to be
considered pseudo utilitarian craft.

Figure 12. Stump Reflected Wolf
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Beach Kitsch

On a whim I interpreted the old standby aluminum lawn chair into a fetishized
wooden furniture object. I think it’s pretty nice but it does display some of my
shortcomings as a maker. The woven webbing has the
repeated spray painted stencil floral pattern as Landscape
3. Ideally the piece is discussed as a landscape but I
believe Nicholas Bell summed the survey of my work best
when he relayed the narrative: first we brought nature into
our Victorian homes, then we killed the buffalo on our way
west, and finally when we got to the beach we sat in shitty
chairs and watched the sunset.
My latest objects, the
Figure 13. Greetings from
Oregon: Ocean in View (detail:
“Chair,” “Surfboard Parts,” and
“Portable Sunset”)

previously mentioned lawn chair, a
surfboard abstraction into parts, and a
portable sunset; display my full

embrace of surf culture, including my undeniable west coast roots. A
longing has presented itself most explicitly in the portable sunset, “East
Coast West Coast, Portable West Coast Sunset;” a small portable
object with a backlit multi-colored scroll that. Looking through the
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Figure 14.
Surfboard Parts

object the viewer can watch over the Atlantic Ocean, an impotent simulation of a Pacific
Ocean sunset with all the changing colors of the sky’s waning light over the water. Only
a wishful thought over the Atlantic, to watch the sun drop into the sea.

Figure 15. Animated Light Sunset
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Outside Things

The final show, Outside Things, became an interior domestic landscape of objects,
organized into four pieces. The first, Greetings From Oregon: Wolves, is a grouping of
the “stump” with the “reflected wolf” and the “2D wolf in 3D,” mounted on the wall in a
narrow hallway. Almost conclusive, but if the viewer built their assumptions solely on
this image their conclusion may be simplistic and wrong, the piece being about biomimicry on only the shallowest levels.
The show isn’t anything until the
convolution constructed through
complicated relationships is revealed.
Greetings From Oregon: Ocean
in View, is a grouping of the “lawn
chair,” the “portable sunset,” “animated

Figure 16. East Coast West Coast Portable Sunset

light sunset,” and an object I call
“surfboard parts.” When I round the bend that reveals the ocean I can’t help but be
elated. It becomes something of a primal feeling that begs me to enter the water. It fuels
the unsubstantiated urgency that makes me drive crazy to find just the right spot to surf.
But that emotion is consistently crushed by the beach kitsch culture that sit amongst their
accoutrement unaware of actual locality.
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Landscape 3 includes the floral painted panel with the landscape fan, as discussed
earlier, and an additional floral pattern is displayed on a panel tethered to a fiberglass
flashing buffalo in Landscape 4. Having completed the buffalo as a mold last summer
with the intention of casting multiple paper buffalos I became enamored with the
fiberglass image and the flanges that describe its potential use as a mold. The buffalo
became a symbol to me, so by installing an internal flashing light I could emphasize the
image as a beacon and underscore the object as an icon.
Just as I incorrectly label the fiberglass American Bison a buffalo, the piece is
wrought with fallacy, and inconsistency. The relationships between objects are spurious
when scale, intention, and narrative are considered. I forced a heavy hand of making
onto the object organization and willed the viewer to consider interior objects as exterior
narrative. If I’m asking anything of the audience, it’s to join me in my convolution.

Figure 17. Landscape 4
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Conclusion

At last, Craft has been the overarching theme of my graduate experience. Modern
Craft demands consideration of my basic question: How does nature relate to culture?
In John Berger’s “Ten Dispatches on Place,” he responds to a question asked of him “Are
you still a Marxist?” and he proceeds to answer a question I’ve asked myself, “Why do
you align yourself with craft?”
“The key term of the present global chaos is de- or relocalization. This does
not only refer to the practice of moving production to wherever labor is
cheapest and regulations minimal. It contains the offshore demented of the
new ongoing power: the dream of undermining the status and confidence in
all previous fixed places, so that the entire world becomes a single fluid
market.
The consumer is essentially somebody who feels or is made to feel lost
unless he or she is consuming.”3

Craft is about community, about location and gentleness to humanity. William
Morris, though his enterprise was stifled by the bourgeoisie, saw the urgent need for
community minded making outside the cold industrial machine that Berger described.

3

John Berger. “Ten Dispatches About Place.”
http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/307/. (July/August 2007).
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Craft had lost its way due to, as Garth Clark would explain, envy.4 He was right, but
as the new generation denies the envy for the industrial structure that houses the blue chip
art market; Craft will continue to discuss a community imperative through relational
aesthetics and transparency of the environmental impact of production.
Finally, there is no grand gesture, no moral, and no conclusions, only my feelings
of loss due to change. Whether a psychological inability to innocently view, or the
reality of a changing world; I can only question my longing confusion through craft
procedures and complicated ends.

4

Garth Clark. “How Envy Killed the Crafts Movement: An Autopsy in Two Parts.”
Museum of Contemporary Craft/Pacific Northwest College of Art. October 10, 2008.
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